FocusHand 3

This wireless, intelligent DMX-512 remote control allows the user to illuminate a fixture without having to turn on the lighting desk, making it the ideal partner for theatre, museums, schools and event venues. The device operates in the license-free frequency range of UHF 433 MHz. With its range of about 75 m in buildings and 200 m outdoors, it removed the necessity for a second user to check fixtures are operating.

The simultaneous control of one or more DMX channels, 50 storable groups and 51 storable scenes as well as a channel level control of 0-100% ensures full freedom of work-flow. The focusHand 3 is installed between the lighting control panel and the dimmer unit and can remain there permanently. In standby mode, it forwards all signals from the console unchanged. In control mode, it takes over the function of the console, whereby the light control desk can be used by the built-Merger.

Features
- 50 Recordable cue states
- Merged DMX input from the lighting desk
- Individual channels and groups can be addressed and stored
- May be used without the main lighting desk being active
- Provides remote control and backup desk functionality
- Range: 75 m (internal venue) 200 m (open space)

Receiver Technical Data
- Built-in power supply 100-240VAC, 10VA max
- 5-pin XLR male (Input) und female (Output)
- Dimensions: 200 × 150 × 44 mm
- Weight: 1.4 kg

Transmitter Technical Data
- UHF 433.92 MHz, 10mW max
- 16 illuminated buttons
- Dimensions: 115 × 65 × 20 mm
- Weight: 280 g
- Power Supply: 9V Block

Item Number
- FHS3